
NAME_________________________________

ENGLISH GRAMMAR
Quarter 2, Week 2

Instructor: Hope Laird Phone: (954) 609-9849
HLairdPEP@gmail.com www.hopelaird.weebly.com

Weekly Coursework Assignments Oct. 24-30, 2023
Day Assignment Completed
Day 1 Write this week’s memory work on index cards. (Underlined words on

front, bolded info on back.)

Complete Worksheet 13 (p. 76)
(Please have your work checked and then correct any errors)

Day 2 Complete Worksheet 14 (p. 81-82, omit Activity on p. 82)
Complete Worksheet 15 (p. 85-86)
(Please have your work checked and correct any errors)

Practice Memory Work (including 51 prepositions on p. 53)
Day 3 Complete Worksheet 16 (p. 90)

(Please have your work checked and correct any errors)

Practice Memory Work (including 51 prepositions on p. 53)
Review for in-class Quiz on Prepositions

Worksheets 13, 14, 15, & 16 should be completed by the student, checked by the parent, then detached &
stapled to this sheet and turned in on Tuesday, Oct. 31 (for Tuesday class) or Thursday, Nov. 2 (for Thursday
class).

REMEMBER: There will be an in-class Quiz on Prepositions on Tuesday, Oct. 31
Memory Work for Q2, Week 2:
Pronoun- A pronoun takes the place of any noun in a sentence and represents a person place, thing,
or idea. A subject pronoun takes the place of a subject noun.
Question: Ask the subject question WHO or WHAT
Label: SP

Imperative Sentence- An imperative sentence has an understood subject, gives a command, and ends
with a period.
Label: Imp

Understood Subject Pronoun- the understood subject pronoun is identified with the labels (You)- SP

Possessive Pronoun: A possessive pronoun takes the place of a possessive noun.Most common: MY,
OUR, HIS, HER, ITS, THEIR, YOUR
DOES NOT use an apostrophe.
Part of speech: adjective.
Label: PPA

Parent Signature ___________________________________________
Please sign above to indicate that your student has:

✔ completed and corrected all assigned worksheets

✔ learned and memory work for Week 2



NAME_________________________________

✔ reviewed for Quiz on Prepositions


